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Classical trajectories are computed for the stereomutations of cyclopropane-1,2-d2 at 695 K using direct
dynamics on an AM1-SRP potential energy surface (AM1 with specific reaction parameters). The trajectories
were initiated on a dividing surface, separating the cyclopropane reactants from the stereomutation products,
with momenta and coordinates sampled from a 695 K Boltzmann distribution. The quasiclassical procedure
was used, with two different sampling schemes, to ensure zero-point energy and vibrational quantization
conditions for the energy levels on the dividing surface. From the product distribution, the ratio of rate
constants for double and single methylene rotation,k12/k1, is 2.3 and 3.5 for the two sampling methods.
These are between the values of 1.0 and 5-42 deduced from two separate experimental studies. A harmonic-
oscillator/rigid-rotor transition-state theory calculation ofk12/k1, assuming trimethylene as an intermediate,
givesk12/k1 ) 1.35 on the AM1-SRP potential energy surface. The lifetime distribution of reactive trajectories
is nonexponential, in contrast to the nearly exponential decay computed from a Boltzmann average of RRKM
rates. However, the initial 70% of the decay is single exponential, and the ratio of the time constants for
decay of the single and double rotation rates is essentially the same ask12/k1 computed from the product
ratios. Nearly all the trajectories cyclize on the first approach to a (90, 90) conformation. The data support
a range of mechanistic descriptions. Most double rotations are conrotatory and occur via direct, short-lived
trajectories. A quantity of 23% of trajectories have lifetimes>400 fs and include multiple independent rotations
and both single and double rotation isomerizations.

I. Introduction

First reported in 1958,1 the stereomutations of isotopically
substituted cyclopropanes are an archetypal organic isomeriza-
tion. An abiding question in cyclopropane isomerizations2 is
whether a trimethylene intermediate is involved and, if so, what
its properties must be in order to account for the observed
product distribution. In fact, there is growing evidence that
small biradicals lie beyond the boundaries of what one usually
means by an intermediate. An intermediate is normally assumed
to exist in a local minimum on the potential energy surface
(PES). However, in recent ab initio calculations with inclusion
of zero-point energy (zpe), neither trimethylene3,4,5a nor
tetramethylene5b,6,7lies in a minimum but they nevertheless have
measurable lifetimes.8 An intermediate with statistical dynamics
should have the same properties no matter how it is generated.
However, Carpenter’s studies9 of reactions where biradicals are
likely to be involved point to an interpretation involving strong
memory effects. A biradical with memory will have properties
that depend on its precursor. A long-standing example is
thermally generated tetramethylene, which shows an order of
magnitude more stereorandomness when generated from cy-
clobutane10 than from a diazene precursor.11 Recently, one of
us6c has suggested a resolution of this paradox based on
dynamically determined stereochemistry.

Hoffmann’s extended Hu¨ckel study12 of trimethylene called
attention to the question of single rotation vs simultaneous
double rotation of the terminal methylenes. The calculation
predicted that (0, 0) trimethylene (Chart 1) is an intermediate
lying 10 kcal/mol below (0, 90), the presumed transition state
for single rotation. Stereomutation was predicted to go via
double rotation, not single rotation. Double rotation was
predicted to be conrotatory because disrotation is Woodward-
Hoffmann forbidden. The middle CH2 plays the same role as
the carbon lone pair in the ring opening of a cyclopropyl anion.
Benson13 concurred that trimethylene is an intermediate on the
basis of bond additivity calculations and predicted trimethylene
to lie in a 9.3 kcal/mol well. Early ab initio calculations of
Salem14 and Goddard15 found a fairly flat PES with double
rotation only slightly favored over single rotation. Though
recent ab initio calculations on trimethylene3,4,5a predict the
absence of a local biradical minimum when zpe is taken into
account, the qualitative features of Hoffmann’s PES remain:
(0, 0) is lower than (0, 90) by about 1.5 kcal/mol and conrotation
is favored over disrotation by about 1 kcal/mol.
One of the important goals of experiments on cyclopropane

stereomutations has been to establish the ratio of double to single
methylene rotation. This is important both because it serves
as a test of theory and because its value could either rule out or
support the involvement of a stereochemically random tri-
methylene intermediate. The current situation is that two careful
studies of isotopically substituted cyclopropanes have yielded
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different conclusions about the mechanism of stereomutation.
The point of divergence is the ratio of rate constants for approach
to cis-trans equilibrium,ki, and loss of optical activity,kR.
Berson16 measuredki/kR ) 1.07( 0.04 for isomerization of
(S,S)-1 at 695 K (Figure 1). The collaboration of Baldwin,
Lewis, Nafie, and Freedman17 resulted inki/kR ) 1.48( 0.04
from thermolysis of2 at 680 K.18 This apparently small
difference gives rise to very different ratios of double to single
rotation.
Figure 1 shows a kinetic scheme widely used to interpretki/

kR and the double/ single rotation rate constant ratio.2a,16,17Here,
k1 andk12 are the rate constants for net single and double CHD
rotation, respectively, when the C1-C2 bond is cleaved. For
reactions involving C1-C3 cleavage,k1′ is the rate constant for
net single CHD rotation andk13 is the rate constant for double
rotation of the CHD and CH2.19 Figure 1 leads to the following
mechanistic definitions ofki andkR: 16

In the Berson experiment, the deduced value of the double/
single rotation rate constant ratiok12/k1 depends strongly on the
isotope effects assumed for reaction involving C1-C2 vs C1-
C3 cleavage. The isotope effectsf1 andf12 for single and double
rotation, respectively, are given by

Equations 1 and 2 lead to2a,d-f,4b,5a

In eq 4, the ratio of mechanistic rate constantsk12/k1 refers to
C1-C2 cleavage only, deduced from the experimental ratioki/
kR and the assumed isotope effects.
Berson suggestedf1 ) f12 ) 1.1 on the basis of available

precedent.16 Getty, Davidson, and Borden5a and Baldwin,
Yamaguchi, and Schaefer4b computedf12 ) 1.13 and 1.12,

respectively, using transition-state theory (TST) with ab initio
harmonic frequencies and assuming trimethylene as an inter-
mediate. As these authors pointed out, the computed isotope
effect depends on the accuracy of the PES, and explicit
consideration of the torsional potentials3,6 may also have an
effect. Puttingki/kR ) 1.07 andf1 ) f12 ) 1.1 in eq 4 leads to
k12/k1 ) 42, but other reasonable choices could make this value
much lower. Iff1 and f12 are uncertain within the range 0.8-
1.1, the Berson experiment would be compatible withk12/k1 )
5-42. Even lower values ofk12/k1 would be possible if one
considers the upper limit ofki/kR compatible with the standard
deviation of 0.04.16c In the Baldwin experiment on2, there is
no analogous isotope effect other than the13C effect, i.e.,f1 )
f12 ) 1. Fromki/kR ) 1.48,17a Baldwin obtainedk12/k1 ) 1.0
( 0.2.
The two experiments lead to very different pictures of the

stereodynamics. Berson’sk12/k1 ) 5-42 suggests a moderate
to negligible stereorandom component and is consistent with
predominant concerted double rotation. Baldwin’sk12/k1 ) 1
is consistent with a stereorandom intermediate or with competi-
tive concerted single and double rotations.
The kinetics of trimethylene3 and tetramethylene4 have been

examined by microcanonical variational RRKM theory20 and
canonical variational TST21 calculations based on ab initio PESs.
Canonical variational TST calculations predict that an entropic
free energy minimum of trimethylene begins to appear only at
temperaturesaboVe1500 K.3b Variational RRKM calculations
predict that the trimethylene lifetime is approximately 50 fs at
energies accessible at 695 K.3a Thus, both RRKM and TST
suggest the absence of a mechanistically significant intermediate
at the experimental temperature of 695 K because it lacks a
free energy minimum and has a fleeting lifetime.
The power of TST is that it bypasses the dynamical details,

but this is a limitation to understanding the stereochemistry of
trimethylene. Dynamical aspects of the stereochemistry can be
addressed with classical trajectory calculations. Chapuisat and
Jean performed trajectory calculations on a PES with three
degrees of freedom, and found results consistent with TST.22

In previous work we used semiempirical direct dynamics, in
which trajectories are integrated using energies and derivatives
obtained directly from electronic structure theory without first
fitting to an analytical function.23 We found that trimethylene
exhibits intrinsic non-RRKM decay at low energies24aand that
the product stereochemistry depends strongly on the identity
of the modes initially excited.24b The predicted lifetime at high
energy agrees well with Zewail’s experimental value.8

In direct dynamics calculations, use of an ab initio PES would
be preferable to a semiempirical PES but is only practical for
very short-time trajectory ensembles of small systems25,26 or
for single trajectories over longer times (dynamic reaction
path).27 The semiempirical direct dynamics trajectories reported
here were calculated by interfacing the general dynamics
program VENUS 9628 with the MOPAC 7 semiempirical
electronic structure package29 to give the hybrid program
VENUS-MOPAC.30 The trajectories were run on a previously
described24a AM1-SRP PES (AM131 with specific reaction
parameters32).
In view of the experimental situation concerning the stereo-

mutation dynamics, an important part of the present work is
the calculation ofki/kR andk12/k1. An equally important goal
is to find out whether trimethylene intervenes as a mechanisti-
cally significant intermediate and, if so, what its stereochemical
properties are. A preliminary report of our present work on
the thermolysis of cyclopropanes has appeared,33 along with a

Figure 1. Kinetic scheme for isomerization of cyclopropane-1,2-d2.
Mechanistic rate constants are defined in the text. In2, * is 13C.
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similar trajectory study by Hrovat, Fang, Borden, and Carpen-
ter34 based on an analytic fit to an ab initio PES. These two
studies gave similar values forki/kR and fork12/k1. We shall
discuss this in detail below, but we note here that these results
suggest a degree of insensitivity of the computed quantities to
fine details of the trimethylene PES.

II. AM1-SRP Potential Energy Surface

This PES has been described in detail.24a The BIRADICAL
keyword in MOPAC was used to invoke the half-electron
method35 followed by 3× 3 CI involving HOMO and LUMO,
and the AM1 resonance integrals between certain pairs of atoms
were changed so that features of the AM1-SRP PES matched
the ab initio PES. In particular, the barrier for propene
formation was lowered by increasing the C-H resonance
integrals involving the central hydrogens and terminal carbons,
and the energies and geometries of cyclization saddle points
were adjusted by scaling the resonance integrals involving both
terminal carbons. The energy difference between trimethylene
and the products was corrected by introducing Morse-type
energy terms in the product regions of the PES.
Figure 2 summarizes the main features of the AM1-SRP PES

relevant to the stereomutations of cyclopropane. From a
dynamical perspective, probably the most important feature of
Figure 2 is that it divides into shaded and unshaded regions.
The shaded regions surround the deep cyclopropane minima.
The unshaded region corresponds to trimethylene, which is free
to roam throughout this region hindered only by small barriers.
In particular, all the saddle points can be interconverted with
only a small extra expenditure of energy. The dips and humps
undoubtedly influence the motion, but the basic character of
the PES is that there are deep minima separated by a high flat
plateau.
Propene formation is an integral part of the AM1-SRP PES

but is not included in Figure 2. Conrotatory and disrotatory

double rotation follow the diagonal dotted lines. Two shallow
enantiomeric minima Min (C2 symmetry) occur along the
conrotatory path, separated by a 0.01 kcal/mol barrier at the (0,
0) C2V structure in the center of the diagram. Three saddle
points, Conq, Disq, and CTq, mediate conrotation, disrotation,
and cis-trans isomerization, respectively. On the ab initio
PES,3a,4,5a the intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC)36 passing
through the Conq and Disq saddle points connect cyclopropane
to shallow trimethylene minima withC2 and Cs symmetry,
respectively. The IRC passing through the ab initio CTq saddle
point (close to (0, 90) but withC1 symmetry) connects a pair
of cyclopropanes via a single twist of the in-plane methylene
and bypasses the trimethylene minima. On the AM1-SRP PES,
Figure 2, Conq and CTq are saddle points and Disq has two
imaginary frequencies corresponding to disrotation and conro-
tation. The IRC passing through the AM1-SRP CTq saddle
point ((0, 90),Cs symmetry) consists of single rotation of the
out-of-plane methylene and connects two trimethylene Min
structures and does not lead to cyclopropane.24a The CTq-
Conq energy difference matches the ab initio difference within
0.2 kcal/mol; the Conq-Min energy difference equals the ab
initio value. The Disq-Min energy difference is 2.4 kcal/mol
with zpe correction, which is about 1 kcal/mol higher than its
ab initio counterpart. With zpe correction, Conq and CTq are
0.4 and 1.8 kcal/mol above the two minima, Min, which merge
intoone effectiVe minimumcentered about theC2V (0, 0) structure
in the center of Figure 2.
The AM1-SRP relative energies are within a few tenths of a

kcal/mol of the ab initio results except for the results of Disq.
In a test of the AM1-SRP PES,24a direct dynamics gave a
trimethylene lifetime of 90 fs, close to the experimental value
of 122( 8 fs,37 and variational RRKM based on AM1-SRP24a

gave results very similar to results from variational RRKM on
the ab initio PES.3a

III. Procedures for the Trajectory Simulations

In this study we simulate the trimethylene stereodynamics
involved in thermolysis of (S,S)-1 at high pressure, where there
is a Boltzmann distribution of reacting molecules. Our goal is
to determine the kinetic product distribution (relative rate
constants), not the absolute rate constants. We decided not to
include 2 in this study after a preliminary calculation24b

suggested thatk12/k1 is the same for1 and2. Hrovat, Fang,
Borden, and Carpenter34 came to the same conclusion on the
basis of an extensive comparison of their analytic PES.
Unfortunately, it is not feasible to simulate the actual experi-
ment, in which one starts and ends with cyclopropane, for two
reasons. First, at 695 K the cleavage of a C-C bond is such
an infrequent event that nearly all the integration time would
be spent exploring cyclopropane. Second, if the dynamics of
cyclopropane is ergodic, as assumed by RRKM theory, most
of the trajectories in a Boltzmann distribution of cyclopropane
molecules would reach the transition states for ring opening
without zpe in the vibrational modes orthogonal to the reaction
coordinate,38 an unrealistic situation.
A tractable approach to simulating the high-pressure ther-

molysis of cyclopropane, and the one used here, is to initiate
the trajectories at geometries between the cyclopropane reactant
and the stereomutation productssthat is, to focus on the
dynamics of trimethylene rather than on cyclopropane. In-
tramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) is assumed
to be fast for cyclopropane so that a microcanonical ensemble
of reacting molecules is maintained at each energy.39 As a
result, there is a canonical Boltzmann distribution of reacting

Figure 2. AM1-SRP potential energy surface for trimethylene as a
function of torsion angles. Structures of stationary points are placed
on the graph such that the central carbon coincides with the position
of the stationary point. Conrotatory and disrotatory double rotation
follow the diagonal dotted lines. Numbers beneath the names are
energies in kcal/mol relative to the minima, excluding zpe. Shaded areas
surrounding cyclopropanes indicate deep minima.
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molecules in the high-pressure thermolysis experiments. The
classical rate constant for thermolysis is then a Boltzmann
average of the flux of reactive trajectories through a surface
that divides the cyclopropane reactant from the stereomutation
products. The rate constantk is given by

where Qr is the reactant partition function,H(q, p) is the
Hamiltonian for the system as a function of coordinatesq and
momentap for the n degrees of freedom (n ) 24, excluding
center-of-mass translation),q1 and p1 are coordinate and
momentum for the degree of freedom orthogonal to the dividing
surface (reaction coordinate), the Dirac delta functionδ(q1 -
a) defines the dividing surface atq1 ) a, andø(q, p) is the
characteristic function that equals unity if a trajectory initiated
on the dividing surface moves in the reactantf product
direction (p1 > 0) and is reactive, and is zero otherwise. If
ø(q, p) ) 1 for all trajectories initialized on the dividing surface
with p1 > 0, k in eq 5 becomes a TST rate constant.21,40,41

Conventional TST is obtained if q1 ) a corresponds to a first-
order saddle point on the PES.
Below we discuss two different approaches used in the present

calculations to model the Hamiltonian for a dividing surface
separating the cyclopropane reactant from its stereomutation
products. The product ratios were determined by initializing
trajectories on the dividing surfaces, sampled from a Boltzmann
distribution, and integrating each trajectory forward and back-
ward until cyclopropane was formed in each direction. The
relative rate of forming a given product is proportional to the
number of trajectories that form the product. This is discussed
in detail below.
The quasiclassical model42 was used to sample quantum

mechanical Boltzmann distributions on each dividing surface.
In this method, each vibrational normal mode receives at least
the zero-point energy, and any additional energy is added in
discrete quanta so that the initial energy distribution for each
vibrational mode is in accord with quantum mechanics. After
the trajectory begins, this condition is relaxed and the system
evolves according to classical mechanics. By initialization of
the trajectories in this way,42,43 the goal is to simulate the
quantum mechanical relative rates for stereomutation. Previous
quasiclassical trajectory simulations of IVR,44 unimolecular
decomposition from a shallow minimum,45 and release of
potential energy in going from a potential barrier to products46

have shown that the quasiclassical trajectory model gives very
good agreement with experimental results for short-time dy-
namical processes on the time scale of trimethylene cyclization.
A. Selection of Initial Conditions. Two different quasi-

classical sampling methods, transition-state (TS) normal-mode
sampling and normal-mode/rotor sampling, were used to sample
Boltzmann distributions on a dividing surface separating cy-
clopropane from its stereomutation products.
TS Normal-Mode Sampling.In this sampling method both

the vibrations and torsions are treated as normal modes, and
the dividing surface intersects the saddle points on the PES
connecting reactant and product cyclopropanes. Rigorously
construed, this criterion is fulfilled only for Conq because Disq

is a second-order saddle point and the IRC through CTq connects
trimethylene minima instead of cis and trans cyclopropanes (i.e.,
the reaction coordinate consists of single rotation of the out-
of-plane methylene, but on the ab initio PES it is the in-plane
methylene). However, on the AM1-SRP PES a path leading

from CTq to cyclopropane, via rotation of the in-plane meth-
ylene, rises by no more than 0.1 kcal/mol before decreasing
toward cyclopropane. Cis-trans isomerization of cyclopropane
can therefore occur efficiently via CTq with a very small extra
amount of energy. Indeed, the PES in Figure 2 is flat enough
to allow Conq, Disq, and CTq to be easily interconverted over
low torsional barriers. Thus, for the 695 K sampling performed
here, it is appropriate to include Conq, Disq and CTq as dividing
surfaces.
Initial conditions were chosen by an appropriate random

sampling of coordinates and momenta at a specific TS structure.
Sampling was initiated at the six TS structures in Figure 3, three
each for CHD-CHD bond cleavage (3) and CHD-CH2

cleavage (4). With a Boltzmann distribution of states at each
TS, the relative probabilitiesPi(T) of populating the TSs are

whereQi
q is the partition function for TSi (CTq, Conq, or

Disq), Ei is the energy difference between the zero-point levels
of TS i and (S,S)-1, σi is the symmetry number for TSi, andλi
is the number of degenerate or quasidegenerate stereoisomeric
structures of TSi obtainable from (S,S)-1 (degeneracy refers to
enantiomers, and quasidegeneracy refers to diastereomers).47

Differences among theQi
q are negligible;48 therefore, with the

energy of Conq as the zero of energy, eq 6 becomes

k) 1

hnQr

∫...∫dq dp e-H(q,p)/(kBT)
p1
m

δ(q1 - a)ør(q, p) (5)

Figure 3. Starting geometries for initialization with TS normal-mode
sampling. Shaded hydrogens are deuterium. Structures3 and 4 are
formed from CHD-CHD and CH2-CHD cleavage, respectively. Conq

and CTq are saddle points shown in Figure 2. Disq 3 and Disq 4 are
nonstationary structures on the IRC just below Disq (see text).

PCon(T):PDis(T):PCT(T) )
λCon
σCon

QCon
q e-ECon/(kBT):

λDis
σDis

QDis
q e-EDis/(kBT):

λCT
σCT

QCT
q e-ECT/(kBT)

(6)

PCon(T):PDis(T):PCT(T) )
λCon
σCon

:
λDis
σDis

e-(EDis-ECon)/(kBT):
λCT
σCT

e-(ECT-ECon)/(kBT) (7)
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Instead of initializing the trajectories by sampling all the TSs
simultaneously, we calculated individual sets of trajectories for
the six TSs of Figure 3. This provided more microscopic detail
about the stereomutation dynamics. The results of the three
sets of trajectories initiated on3 were averaged with weights
given by eq 7 to obtain the final result for isomerization of
(S,S)-1 via CHD-CHD cleavage. Similarly, the three sets of
trajectories initiated on4 were combined to give the result for
CHD-CH2 cleavage.
Because Disq has two imaginary frequencies, trajectories were

initialized not at Disq but at a structure that had all positive
eigenvalues of the projected force constant matrix,49 located 0.7
kcal/mol below Disq along the IRC for disrotatory cyclization.
In this structure, CCC) 105.9° and the torsions are+55.0°
and-55.0° (Disq has CCC) 109.6° with torsions(45.1°).
With zpe correction this point is 2.2 kcal/mol above Min and
1.8 kcal/mol above Conq in Figure 2. The zpe-corrected CTq-
Conq energy difference is 1.4 kcal/mol.24a

To prepare a canonical ensemble with the zero of energy at
one of the TS structures in Figure 3, the initial number of quanta
ni in each orthogonal normal modei was selected from the
harmonic quantum Boltzmann distribution function exp[-nihνi/
(kBT)][1 - exp[-hνi/(kBT)], whereνi is the frequency andT )
695 K.50 The resulting energies in the normal modesEi ) (ni
+ 1/2)hνi were transformed to normal-mode coordinatesQi and
momentaPi by using the relationsQi ) Ai cos(2πRi) andPi )
-ωiAi sin(2πRi) to select random phases, whereωi ) 2πνi, Ai
) (2Ei)1/2/ωi is the maximum amplitude at energyEi, andRi is
a uniform random number, 0e Ri e 1.51,52 The initial reaction
coordinate kinetic energy and momentumPrc were chosen from
a thermal distribution usingPrc ) ([-2kBT ln(1- R)]1/2, where
R is a uniform random number on [0, 1].53 The initial Cartesian
coordinatesq and momentap were obtained by transforming
theQi andPi andPrc by the eigenvectors of the Cartesian force
constant matrix. Since the normal-mode approximation is not
exact for finite displacements, the selectedq andp had to be
scaled to obtain the desired energy for the trajectory. The
scaling factor was (Etraj/Escale)1/2, whereEtraj is the desired energy
andEscale is the energy corresponding to current values ofq
andp. In most cases (Etraj/Escale)1/2 is initially 1.00( 0.03, and
the scaling was iterated 2 or 3 times untilEscalewas within 0.1%
of Etraj.
To create a thermal distribution of angular momentum, we

assumed the TS structures were symmetric tops and sampled
the angular momentumJ and its z component from the
probability distributions

whereIz and Ix are thez andx components of the moment of
inertia.54 Equation 8a was sampled by rejection, and eq 8b was
sampled by the cumulative distribution function54

whereR is a uniform random number on [0, 1].J andJzwere
transformed to Cartesian momenta as described previously.51,54

It is possible that TS normal-mode sampling introduces a bias
by treating the torsions in the same way as the vibrations. In
this sampling method, the Cartesian coordinates are displaced
linearly along the eigenvectors of the mass-weighted Cartesian
second derivative matrix. Because of the linear displacement,
C-H bonds have to be stretched in order to generate a large-

amplitude torsion. These spurious stretching components make
the torsional barriers artificially high, which tends to suppress
the amplitudes of the initial torsional displacements below what
they would be without the stretching components. This problem
could be solved by transforming the second derivative matrix
from Cartesian to internal coordinates55 before performing the
sampling. However, an additional problem is that the vibrational
amplitudes and scaling factors described above are computed
in the harmonic approximation, which is not appropriate for
the torsions. For these reasons we examined an alternative
method for defining the reactant-product dividing surface from
which initial conditions are sampled.
Normal-Mode/Rotor Sampling.In this sampling method the

initial torsion angles are allowed to take onrandomvalues on
[0, 2π] subject only to the Boltzmann condition. The rationale
is that, on the periodic potential of Figure 2, trajectories starting
at cyclopropane will emerge in all directions into the nearly
flat trimethylene region. To minimize the bias in sampling these
trajectories, we simply sampled them all instead of sampling at
specific saddle points. The use of randomly sampled torsions
constitutes a de facto sampling of the dividing surfaces for ring
opening of (S,S)-1, (R,R)-1, andcis-1. By contrast, the Conq

and Disq structures in Figure 3 sampled by TS normal-mode
sampling are on IRCs leading to (S,S)-1. This in itself should
have no effect on the computed relative rate constants in Figure
1.
Normal-mode/rotor sampling was used to initialize two sets

of trajectories, for3 and 4. In this method, the molecule is
assumed to consist of 19 nontorsional vibrations plus two
torsions. The torsions are unrestricted over [0, 2π] and sampled
by a thermal Monte Carlo scheme,56 and the nontorsional modes
are sampled by the TS normal-mode sampling described above.
To implement the method, it is necessary to choose a reference
structure on the dividing surface at which to compute the
nontorsional frequencies, which are assumed to be independent
of the torsions and invariant over the dividing surface. In fact,
the nontorsional modes of CTq, Conq, and Disq are virtually
invariant,57 but to minimize any variations, we chose a lower
energy structure well on the way to cyclization as the reference
structure for the nontorsional modes. Therefore, the sampling
was started from a geometry located 0.4 kcal/mol below Conq

along the IRC for conrotatory cyclization toward cyclopropane.
At this geometry the CCC angle is 105°, down from 109° at
Conq.24a

Diagonalization of the force constant matrix of the reference
structure yielded 3N- 7) 20 eigenvalues after projecting out49

translations, rotations, and gradient (the conrotatory reaction
path). The lowest was disrotatory torsion and was excluded
from the set of nontorsional modes. Initial Cartesian coordinates
and momenta for the 19 nontorsional modes were chosen with
TS normal-mode sampling as described above. The combined
energy of the two torsions,Etor, was then sampled from a mean
energy of 2kBT (the reaction coordinate with mean energykBT,58

plus the classical vibrator limit50 kBT of the other torsion) by
choosing fromEtor ) -2kBT ln R, whereR is a uniform random
number on [0, 1]. Starting from the geometry produced by TS
normal-mode activation of the nontorsional modes, the torsions
were activated by first displacing each by a random rotation on
[0, 2π] followed by 2000 steps of a Markov chain using the
Metropolis algorithm56with Boltzmann weighting. The random
walk was performed in internal coordinates, varying only the
two torsions.59 At this point the combined torsional kinetic
energy was given byTtor ) Etor - (Vvt - Vv), whereVv is the
potential energy following TS normal-mode sampling of the

P(Jz) ) exp[-Jz
2/(2IzkBT)] 0 e Jz e ∞ (8a)

P(J) ) J exp[-J2/(2IxkBT)] Jz e Je ∞ (8b)

J) [Jz
2 - 2IxkBT ln(1- R)]1/2 (8c)
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nontorsional vibrations, andVvt is the potential energy after the
2000 step torsional random walk. Individual torsions were given
kinetic energyT1 ) RTtor andT2 ) Ttor - T1, whereR is a
freshly generated uniform random number. From the torsional
angular momentaJi ) ((2IiTi)1/2 (i ) 1, 2), we computed
angular velocitiesΩi ) Ji/Ii, whereIi is the reduced moment of
inertia for torsioni. We usedICHD ) 2.48 andICH2 ) 1.68
amu Å2. The angular velocities were then used to computepi
) M i(Ωi × r i), the six-component torsional contribution from
torsion i to the full Cartesian momentum, whereM i is the 6×
6 diagonal matrix of atomic masses of the two H/D atoms of
torsioni (three identical elements for each atom) andr i is their
Cartesian position vector.
A complication introduced by this method of torsional

activation is that the momenta originally selected by TS normal-
mode activation of the nontorsional modes are no longer
appropriate for the torsionally activated molecule. For example,
momentum originally placed in a C-H stretch becomes largely
torsional momentum if the C-H bond is rotated by 90° during
torsional activation. Therefore, before adding thepi contribu-
tions described above, we rotated the nine Cartesian momentum
components of each terminal CH2 or CHD group through their
respective cumulative angles produced by the torsional random
walk. The main effect was to preserve the local character (C-H
stretch, CCH bend, etc.) of the momenta initially placed in the
terminal methylenes by TS normal-mode sampling of the
nontorsional modes. After subtracting any overall rotational
angular momentum artificially created during the torsional
random walk, we multiplied the Cartesian momentum by the
scaling factor [(Ev + Etor - Vvt)/Tvt]1/2 to produce a total energy
equal toEtor + Ev, whereEv is the total energy resulting from
TS normal-mode vibrational activation andTvt is the kinetic
energy after vibrational and torsional activation. The scaling
factor was usually 1.00( 0.03. Finally, the molecule was
rotationally activated at 695 K according to eq 8.
If TS normal-mode sampling tends to restrict the initial

torsions to the vicinity of the saddle points, normal-mode/rotor
sampling may tend to err in the opposite direction by allowing
the initial torsion angles to take on random values. By selecting
initial conditions with these two sampling schemes, we hope
to bracket the true Boltzmann distribution for the cyclopropane
ring opening TSs on the AM1-SRP PES.
B. Trajectory Integration. The atomic motion was evalu-

ated by integrating Hamilton’s equations in Cartesian coordi-
nates and momenta with a combined 4th-order Runge-Kutta
and 6th-order Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector algorithm,60
as implemented in VENUS 96.28 At each step of the integration
the Schroedinger equation was solved according to the AM1-
SRP prescription.24a The first derivative of the energy with
respect to Cartesian positions was computed by the Dewar-
Liotard61 analytical CI method in MOPAC 7. The integration
step size was 0.25 fs, and energy was conserved to four or five
significant figures over a typical trajectory. All computations
were performed on the IBM SP2 at the Cornell Theory Center.62

The integration rate was 16.5 fs of trimethylene motion per CPU
minute per node (RS6000 Power 2).
C. Final Trajectory Conditions. Each trajectory was

integrated forward and backward in time until either propene
or cyclopropane was formed. In this way, the product distribu-
tion was obtained by following each cyclopropane isomerization
until it completed its journey through the biradical region of
the PES. The criterion for propene formation was that the
breaking C-H bond was at least 2.3 Å and the nascent C-H

bond was shorter than 1.3 Å. For cyclization, the trajectory
was stopped when the CCC angle dropped below 70°.

IV. Analysis of Trajectories

To compute the relative rates of isomerization among (S,S)-
1, (R,R)-1, andcis-1 and the ratio of double to single methylene
rotation, the main task was to count the net rotations needed to
interconvert the products formed in the forward and backward
trajectory segments. For a given CHD group, only trajectories
that connect cyclopropane isomers via an odd number of 180°
rotations correspond to observable events. Trajectories in which
both reactant and product were the same were deemed unreactive
even if extensive rotations (by even multiples of 180°) had taken
place. In monitoring single vs double rotation, we recorded a
double rotation only if both methylenes rotated by an odd
multiple of 180°. An isomerization in which one rotated by
180° and the other by 360° was counted as single rotation. For
CHD-CHD cleavage via3, double rotation connects (S,S)-1
with (R,R)-1 and single rotation connects trans with cis. For
CH2-CHD cleavage via4, both double rotation and single CHD
rotation connect trans with cis.
For the trajectories initialized with TS normal-mode sampling,

the rate constant ratio of double to single rotation,k12/k1, is

whereG1 andG12 are Boltzmann weighted product yields for
the single and double rotation processes labeledk1 andk12 in
Figure 1 averaged over the results obtained from sampling at
Conq 3, Disq 3, and CTq 3 in Figure 3. That is,G1 is half the
yield of (S,S)-1 f cis-1 (from the factor of 2 in Figure 1) and
G12 is the yield of (S,S)-1 f (R,R)-1, both via3. k12/k, which
is used in eq 3 to compute the experimental ratioki/kR, is
obtained from the trajectory results by

where G′ is the yield for (S,S)-1 f cis-1 via both single
and double rotation in4 (processes with rate constantsk1′ and
k13 in Figure 1) Boltzmann averaged over the trajectories
sampled at Conq 4, Disq 4, and CTq 4 with relative weights
according to eq 7. Thus, eq 10 combines the trajectory results
for 3 and4, assuming zero isotope effect on the formation of3
and4 from cyclopropane. Boltzmann weighting factorsWDis

andWCT are calculated relative to Conq using zpe-corrected
energiesEDis - ECon ) 1.8 andECT - ECon ) 1.4 kcal/mol,

where the explicit dependence ofλ andσ on D substitution (3
vs 4) is not shown. For3, λCon ) λCT ) 2, λDis ) 1, σCon ) 2,
σDis ) σCT ) 1, WDis ) 0.27,WCT ) 0.72 at 695 K. For4,
λCon ) λDis ) λCT ) 2, σCon ) σDis ) σCT ) 1,WDis ) 0.27,
WCT ) 0.36 at 695 K.

k12
k1

)
G12

G1
(9)

k12
k

)
G12

G1 + G′ (10)

WCon) 1 (11a)

WDis )
λDis/σDis

λCon/σCon
e-(EDis-ECon)/(kBT) (11b)

WCT )
λCT/σCT

λCon/σCon
e-(ECT-ECon)/(kBT) (11c)
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The product yields are given by

where Pj
i is the fractional yield for processi (cis-trans

isomerization, ct, or optical isomerization, opt) derived from
TS normal-mode sampling at TS structurej (one of the 6
structures in Figure 3), calculated assuming (S,S)-1 as the
reactant.Pj

i is defined by

whereNi is the number of trajectories that undergo processi
andNSS is the number that forms (S,S)-1 in at least one of the
forward-time or backward-time trajectory segments. For ex-
ample, of all the trajectories initialized at Conq 3, PCon3

ct is the
fraction involving cis-trans isomerization of (S,S)-1, i.e., in
which either the forward or backward segment leads to (S,S)-1
and the other segment leads tocis-1. NSS is analogous to a
reactant concentration. The factor of 2 appears in eq 12a
because in Figure 1 the rate constant for (S,S)-1 f cis-1 via 3
is 2k1, so the yield for this reaction must be divided by 2 to
reflect k1.
The procedure for obtaining kinetic product ratios from

normal-mode/rotor sampling is similar to eqs 9 and 10. The
ratio k12/k in terms of the product yields is

whereF1, F12, andF ′ are the normal-mode/rotor analogues of
G1, G12, andG′. The double/single rotation rate constant ratio
is

the analogue of eq 9. Equation 3 is used to calculateki/kR using
eq 14 in the case of normal-mode/rotor sampling or using eq
10 in the case of TS normal-mode sampling. Because Boltz-
mann weighting is part of the normal-mode/rotor sampling
scheme,F1, F12, and F ′ are obtained directly from the
trajectories by a procedure presented below.

V. Results and Discussion

A. Product Ratios. In this discussion, “trajectory” refers
to the combined forward-time and backward-time segments from
a given set of initial coordinates and momenta. Table 1 shows
the results from the TS normal-mode sampling method.Ntot is
the total number of trajectories,Npr is the number that form
propene,Nct is the number that interconvert (S,S)-1 andcis-1,
Nopt ) Ncon + Ndis is the number that undergo optical
isomerization by conrotation (Ncon) or disrotation (Ndis), andNSS

is the number that form (S,S)-1 in at least one of the forward/

backward trajectory segments. These are used in eqs 12 and
13 to compute the Boltzmann averaged product yields.
The trajectory counts from normal-mode/rotor sampling are

shown in Table 2 and Figure 4.NSS, NRR, andNcis are the
number of trajectories that formed (S,S)-1, (R,R)-1, andcis-1
in at least one of the forward/backward trajectory segments and
are shown in parentheses beneath each structure in Figure 4.
Ni,j (i, j ) RR, SS, cis) is the number of trajectories that
interconvert isomersi and j. The other column headings have
the same meaning as in Table 1. Equations 16-18 defineF1
andF12, the mean fraction of single and double rotation via3,
andF ′, the average yield for interconversion ofcis-1 and (S,S)-1
via 4,

whereNcis1 andNcis2 are the numbers of trajectories that form
the two species ofcis-1 shown at the left in Figure 4 (Ncis1 +
Ncis2) Ncis). The data are averaged because of the small number
of trajectories. Each equation is the mean of the different ways
(four, four, and two ways, respectively) of using the data to
calculate the quantity on the left. In the limit of perfect statistics
the cis-trans cyclopropane equilibrium constant is unity and
NSS ) NRR ) Ncis/2, NSS,cis) NRR,cis, NSS,RR) Ncis,cis. Then
substitution of eqs 16 and 17 into eq 15 would giveF12/F1 )
2NSS,RR/NSS,cis. In eq 17 the experimentally unobservable cis-
cis reaction is included to improve the statistics for double
rotation. The factors of 2 appear in eq 16 for the same reason
as in eq 12a.
Table 3 shows the product yields and rate constant ratios

computed from both sampling methods. The reactive fractions
are less with normal-mode/rotor sampling than with TS normal-
mode sampling (F1 < G1, F12 < G12, F ′ < G′) in part because
normal-mode/rotor sampling was initiated 0.4 kcal/mol below
Conq. The computed value ofki/kR (1.32 and 1.28) is midway
between the value of 1.07( 0.04 reported by Berson16 for
isomerization of1 and 1.48( 0.04 reported by Baldwin17a for
isomerization of2. Our value ofk12/k1, 2.3-3.5, is also midway
between the 1.0 of Baldwin and the 5-42 range compatible
with the Berson experiment. A computed value ofk12/k1 close
to both experiments suggests that direct dynamics on AM1-
SRP gets the main features of the dynamics correct, but there
emerges no clear support or rejection of either the Berson or

TABLE 1: Results from TS Normal-Mode Sampling

barrier and
H/D patterna Ntot

b Npr
c NSS

d Nopt
e Nct

f Ncon
e Ndis

e

Con‡ 3 133 13 98 59 21 52 7
Dis‡ 3 120 3 93 36 43 23 13
CT‡ 3 158 12 60 17 38 4 13
Con‡ 4 78 6 58 43
Dis‡ 4 80 4 64 28
CT‡ 4 80 6 66 48

a See Figure 3.b Total no. of trajectories.cNo. of trajectories that
form propene.dNo. of trajectories that form (S,S)-1 in at least one of
the forward-backward trajectory segments.e Nopt ) Ncon + Ndis is the
number that undergoes optical isomerization by conrotation or disro-
tation. f No. of trajectories that interconvert (S,S)-1 andcis-1.

F1 ) 1
4 (NSS,cis

Ncis
+
NRR,cis

Ncis
+
NSS,cis

2NSS
+
NRR,cis

2NRR
) (16)

F12 ) 1
4 (NSS,RR

NSS
+
NSS,RR

NRR
+
Ncis,cis

Ncis1
+
Ncis,cis

Ncis2
) (17)

F ′ ) 1
2 (Nct

Ncis
+
Nct

NSS
) (18)

G1 )
PCon3
ct + WDisPDis3

ct + WCTPCT3
ct

2(1+ WDis + WCT)
(12a)

G12 )
PCon3
opt + WDisPDis3

opt + WCTPCT3
opt

1+ WDis + WCT
(12b)

G′ )
PCon4
ct + WDisPDis4

ct + WCTPCT4
ct

1+ WDis + WCT
(12c)

Pj
i ) ( Ni

NSS
)
j

(13)

k12
k

)
F12

F1 + F ′ (14)

k12
k1

)
F12
F1

(15)
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Baldwin picture of the stereodynamics. Recently, Hrovat, Fang,
Borden, and Carpenter34 reported a trajectory study of cyclo-
propane stereomutations on an analytical PES. Like AM1-SRP,
their PES is a good but not perfect approximation to the ab
initio PES. The two PESs differ from ab initio in different
ways,63 but they give similar values ofk12/k1. At 695 K, the
k12/k1 ) 4.7 of Hrovat et al. is close enough to our 2.3-3.5 to
suggest a robust system in which the stereodynamics are not
extremely sensitive to the subtleties of the PES but to broader
features of the PES.

B. TST Prediction of k12/k1. Given the features of the
AM1-SRP PES, statistical theory can be applied to predictk12/
k1 for concerted and nonconcerted mechanisms of cyclopropane
stereomutations. The TST estimates are based on eqs 6 and 7,
in which the differences among Conq, Disq, and CTq harmonic
partition functions are negligible,48 and conventional TST rather
than variational TST is used. The concerted mechanism, with
no trimethylene intermediate, is shown in Figure 1. With (S,S)-1
as reactant, crossing Conq 3 or Disq 3 gives (R,R)-1 and crossing
CTq 3 givescis-1. From eq 7, the resultingk12/k1 ratio at 695
K is

smaller than the 2.3-3.5 ratio deduced from the trajectory
results. In the limit that the energy differences in eq 19 approach
zero,k12/k1 approaches 1. The difference from unity is due to
the Boltzmann factors.

One can also make a TST prediction with the assumption
that trimethylene intervenes as a reactive intermediate. Figure
5 shows such a scheme with relative rate constants given in
terms of Boltzmann factorsBCon, BDis, andBCT. On AM1-SRP,
3a-3c cyclize via Conq or Disq and undergo stereochemical
interconversion (but not cyclization) via CTq. From eq 7, the
relative rates of formation of3a-3c from (S,S)-1, ka, kb, kc (not

included in Figure 5), are

Steady-state analysis of the kinetic scheme leads tok12/k1 )
1.35, below the 2.3-3.5 in Table 3. From a kinetic scheme
involving a trimethylene intermediate on their analytical PES,
Hrovat, Fang, Borden, and Carpenter34 deduced a TST prediction
of k12/k1 ) 1.18, also below their trajectory-derived value of
4.7. Baldwin, Yamaguchi, and Schaefer4b also used a kinetic
scheme with a trimethylene intermediate to computek12/k1 )
0.94 directly from their ab initio PES.
Since thek12/k1 ratios in Table 3 exceed the TST estimates

of 1.35 and 1.77, the trajectories appear to exhibit a dynamical
preference for double over single rotation. However, the
trajectory calculations are anharmonic and the TST estimates
are based on harmonic partition functions for the nontorsional
modes.48 A fully anharmonic TST estimate64may be different.
At present the contribution of nonstatistical dynamics to the
product distribution is not known. However, at a fixed energy
of 4.4 kcal/mol above the zero-point level, trajectories initiated
at Conq exhibit high mode selectivity in favor of conrotation as
long as the initial energy placed into disrotation is low.24a

C. Trimethylene Unimolecular Kinetics. Figure 6 shows
the survival probabilityS(t) ) N(t)/N0 and lifetime distribution
P(t) ) -(1/N0) dN(t)/dt of the trajectories computed for3with
normal-mode/rotor sampling, whereN(t) is the number of
trajectories that have not formed product at timet andN0 )
959 is the total number att ) 0. For a given trajectory the
lifetime was taken to be the sum of the duration of the forward
and backward trajectory segments, delimited in each direction
by the final passage through the TS. This is the total time spent
traversing the trimethylene region of the PES, from ring opening
to product formation. Our TS criterion for cyclization was CCC
) 94°, determined previously24a for energies in this range.65

The decay in Figure 6 is strongly nonexponential. Fort <
100 fs, about 40% of the biradicals decay with a time constant
τ ≈ 60 fs, whereτ is the reciprocal of the time constant for
decay ofP(t) (to be distinguished from the individual trajectory
lifetimes). This early decay is almost entirely due to unreactive
trajectories that enter the trimethylene region and promptly
cyclize to reactant. It might arise in part from our choice of
reference structure for normal-mode/rotor sampling that is 0.4
kcal/mol below Conq. In the range 100< t < 550 fs,P(t)
decays withτ ≈ 230 fs; this includes most of the reactive
trajectories. Above 600 fs the survival probability of the
remaining 15% of the trajectories (about half reactive) decays
with τ ≈ 600 fs. The decay extends into the multipicosecond
ranges7% of the trajectories last 1-4 ps. The large range of
decay rates indicates substantial nonstatistical character in the
dynamics.
For a comparison to these lifetimes, it is useful to have an

estimate of the time it takes a CHD group to rotate at 695 K.
For a rotor with mean kinetic energykBT (the mean energy of
a reaction coordinate58) the angular velocity, (2kBT/I)1/2, is 2.2
× 1013 radian s-1 for a CHD with a reduced moment of inertia

TABLE 2: Results from Normal-Mode/Rotor Samplinga

d2 pattern Ntot Npr NSS NRR Ncis NRR,cis NSS,cis NRR,SS Ncis,cis Nopt Nct Ncon Ndis

3 960 44 330 351 619 66 76 135 116 135 142 113 22
4 260 9 179 172 172 102 77 16

a Ni,j (i, j ) RR, SS, cis) is the number of trajectories that interconvert isomersi and j (eqs 16-18). Others have the same meaning as in Table
1.

Figure 4. Number of trajectories that connect each pair of isomers
initiated on3with normal-mode/rotor sampling. Numbers in parentheses
under each isomer are the total number of trajectories that lead to that
isomer, including unreactive trajectories that form the given isomer in
both the forward and backward directions. The unobservable cis-cis
reaction is shown at left.

k12
k1

)

λCon
σCon

+
λDis
σDis

e-(EDis-ECon)/(kBT)

λCT
σCT

e-(ECT-ECon)/(kBT)
) 1.77 (19)

kb
ka

)
kb
kc

)
λDis/σDis

λCon/σCon
e-(EDis-ECon)/(kBT) ) 0.54 (20)
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I of 2.48 amu Å2. The resulting mean time for a 180° CHD
rotation is 140 fs, close to Zewail’s 122( 8 fs lifetime for
trimethylene-d0 at high energy.37

At 695 K, the RRKM prediction forS(t) is a Boltzmann
average,

where k(E) is the RRKM rate constant andP(E) is the

normalized probability that trimethylene has energyE, deter-
mined by the Boltzmann distribution sampled in choosing the
initial conditions. Though eq 21 suggests nonexponential decay,
S(t) computed in this way is nearly exponential. This is because
the very low barriers make cyclization so efficient thatk(E) ≈
1.4× 1012 s-1 over the entire range ofE accessible at 695 K.
Figure 7 shows the survival probabilitiesS(t) for thereactiVe

trajectories of3 initiated with normal-mode/rotor sampling; i.e.,
trajectories whose forward and backward segments led to
different cyclopropane isomers. The triangles represent net
single rotation (cis-trans) and the circles double rotation,
including optical isomerization and the formally unobservable
cis-to-cis double rotation (included to improve the statistics).
The single and double rotation trajectories have very different
time constants (τ) for decay. Their ratio is430/130 ) 3.3,
essentially the same as thek12/k1 ) 3.5 derived from product
ratios. The two ratios would be identical if each decay was
exponential. However, in contrast to the RRKM prediction of
single-exponential decay, the decay of double rotation trajec-
tories in Figure 7 is highly nonexponential. It may be that single
rotation trajectories persist longer in the trimethylene region of
the PES simply because they have to surmount a higher barrier
than conrotatory double rotation. Trajectories undergoing
disrotatory double rotation, which has a higher barrier than single
rotation on the AM1-SRP PES, also decay with a long time
constant on the order of a single rotation decay. The number
is uncertain because there are only 42 trajectories.
In the vast majority of cases, a trajectory cyclizes the first

time it comes close to a (90, 90) conformation. Most double
rotation trajectories undergo a single set of approximately
simultaneous 180° rotations and cyclize immediately. The
common feature of most long-lived trajectories, whether single
or double rotation, is a mismatch of torsional phases that
frustrates a (90, 90) alignment and prolongs the trajectory. We
base this on a survey of reactive and unreactive trajectories
lasting>500 fs, 84% of which cyclize on the first approach to
(90, 90) even though each torsion may undergo several 180°

TABLE 3: Product Yields and Rate Constant Ratios Defined in Eqs 9-18

sampling method G1 G12 G′ F1 F12 F ′ k12/k k12/k1 ki/kR

TS normal mode 0.20 0.46 0.70 0.51 2.3 1.32
normal-mode/rotor 0.11 0.39 0.58 0.56 3.5 1.28

Figure 5. Reaction scheme for nonconcerted cyclopropane stereomu-
tations used for TST prediction ofk12/k1. Relative rate constants are
given as multiples of the Boltzmann factorsBCon, BDis, and BCT,
multiplied by λ/σ as in eq 7. For3a-3c, σ3a ) σ3c ) 2, σ3b ) 1. A
count of stereoisomeric pathways givesλCon) 2, λDis ) 1, λCT ) 2 for
all reactions shown. For the TSs, conrotation of3a or 3c hasσ ) 2
and all others haveσ ) 1.

Figure 6. Lifetime distributionP(t)/ps-1 and survival probabilityS(t)
(definitions in text) for trajectories initiated with normal-mode/rotor
sampling on3. Approximate time constantsτ were fitted to a single
exponential within a specific range described in the text.

S(t) )∫ECon∞
e-k(E)t P(E) dE (21)

Figure 7. Survival probabilities of single and double rotation reactive
trajectories initiated on3 with normal-mode/rotor sampling. Double
rotation includes both optical isomerization and cis-to-cis trajectories.
Fits to a single exponential were made between 100 and 900 fs for
single rotation (τ ) 430 fs) and between 100 and 250 fs for double
rotation (τ ) 130 fs).
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rotations. Of the 16% that pass at least once through (90, 90)
without cyclizing, half have an unfavorably large CCC angle
at that point in the trajectory, and over 80% started off with an
exceptionally large torsional energy (maintained throughout the
long trajectory) that tends to carry them through the (90, 90)
region without cyclizing.
Two typical trajectories showing net single rotation are shown

in Figure 8, initiated by normal-mode/rotor sampling on3. In
the upper plot, a single rotation of 3π and a conrotatory double
rotation combine to give net single rotation. In this case and
in many others the rotational displacement is nearly linear with
time over a large fraction of the trajectory, a manifestation of
weak coupling of the torsions to the other modes (except the
strongly coupled CCC bend), consistent with the highly
structured power spectrum.24a This description applies to most
of the conrotatory trajectories, which are basically direct. In
other cases, as in the lower plot, one or more sections of the
trajectory appear to wander randomly. This trajectory shows a
clear case of nonzero torsional-nontorsional coupling in the
left part of the plot where torsion 1 reverses its direction.
D. Mechanism of Stereomutation. The distribution of

lifetimes and decay constants in Figures 6 and 7 implies a
mechanistic continuum encompassing concerted and noncon-
certed. In classifying the mechanism, one could adopt the
criterion that a species detectable by transient spectroscopy8must
be an intermediate. However, the majority of double rotation
trajectories could hardly be more direct. These trajectories have
time to do little else but open the ring, rotate, and cyclize. Since
the enantiomerization reaction, (S,S)-1 f (R,R)-1, takes place
mainly by way of these trajectories, we would describe it as
primarily, though not exclusively, concerted.
A significant minority of reactive trajectories are long-lived

(23% live over 400 fs) and include multiple independent
rotations and both single and double rotation isomerization
channelssfeatures one expects of an intermediate. However,
such an intermediate may not behave statistically because the
polyexponential decay in Figures 6 and 7 is incompatible with
statistical dynamics for the ensemble as a whole. An unan-
swered question is whether the short-lived trajectories are mainly
responsible for the nonstatistical dynamics, and the long-lived

trajectories behave essentially statistically. Carpenter9ahas used
this assumption to compute a bimodal lifetime distribution in a
direct dynamics quasiclassical trajectory study of a [1,3]-
sigmatropic shift, where the long-lived component was com-
puted from RRKM theory. The product ratios of the trajectories
in Figure 7 that last>400 fs are consistent with the possibility
of statistical dynamics for long-lived trajectories. They give
k12/k1 ≈ 1.4, similar to the harmonic TST value of 1.35 for the
case of a trimethylene intermediate. Further assessment of
statistical behavior for the long-lived trajectories will require
including anharmonic effects, particularly for the torsions (for
example, as in ab initio calculations of trimethylene3a and
tetramethylene6c), when determining the TST value fork12/k1.
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